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With a lot going on, and a great deal more planned, it is well worth keeping an
eye on CHACR’s recent and projected activities. For those for whom Korea is,
literally, a far off place in every sense, the CHACR’s recent visit reminded us just
how much we have to learn both from a study of the war in the early 1950s and
from the current environment: a smaller (albeit 0.5 million strong!), technologically superior army struggling with a threat from a massive but less advanced opponent; constant competition; complex terrain; uncertain end states—the list goes
on. But Korea is just one place that is well worth our attention - please sign up
for the GAP Conference on the 5th of December to keep your horizons wide.

Activities Update
It has been a busy few weeks for the CHACR; visiting the Republic of Korea, supporting Battlefield Studies, attending and speaking at conferences and, amongst all
this, finding time for some leave.
CHACR’s Visit to the Republic of Korea (ROK). At the invitation of the Defence
Attaché, CHACR visited the ROK. In a busy programme, the Director, Dr Meral and
Dr Tumchewics visited the ROK Army COS (CGS equivalent), the Military History
Institute the Korean Army Research Centre for
Future and Innovation, the Joint Security Area, the Demilitarized Zone, conducted a study
of the Imjin River battlefield (supported by Andrew Salmon, author of ‘To The Last Round’)
and attended the 2019 Seoul Defence Dialogue (SDD) where Dr
Meral was part of a
panel discussing International Peacekeeping
Operations & Humanitarian Assistance. It
was a very useful visit,
CHACR at the Demarcation Line
increasing CHACR’s
understanding of current Asia-Pacific issues, supportDr Meral at the SDD
ing the Embassy in it’s DE efforts
and it has sown the seeds for several future projects.

Upcoming Events
Lectures
Operations in the Urban Environment
Wed 9 Oct
Wendy Pullen
Churchill Hall, RMAS
The Price of Paradise: The History of Suicide Bombing
Thu 31 Oct 1030 - 1200
Ian Overton
Robertson House, RMAS

Study Days
NATO Today: Challenges & Opportunities
Wed 25 Sep 0930 - 1230
Various Speakers
Churchill Hall, RMAS
Non-Western Views of Winning
Mon 7 Oct 0930-1600
Various Speakers
Robertson House, RMAS

Conferences
GAP 2019 Conference
Thu 5 Dec 0900-1630
Churchill Hall, RMAS

Register for the lectures and
Battlefield Studies. Dr Strohn continues to be busy,
study days at:
most recently he has supported
The Gloster Memorial LWC’s Kharkov Urban Study
ArmyStrat-CHACRwhich compared the 1943 Ger0Mailbox@mod.gov.uk
man recapture of Kahrkov with current British Army doctrine for Urban Offensive Operations and the Tactical
Functions. The day noted ‘There was no requirement,
time or ability to produce the planning products viewed as
essential in modern operations...The focussed application of firepower, mutual confidence between commanders and an appetite for risk, appear to have underpinned
success’.
To be added to our mailing list and keep up to date with all things CHACR please email: ArmyStrat-CHACR-0Mailbox@mod.gov.uk
Centre for Historical Analysis and Conflict Research, Robertson House, Slim Road, Camberley, GU15 4NP
Telephone: 01276 412708
Website: www.chacr.org.uk

Mil: 94261 2708
Follow us in Twitter: @CHACR_Camberley
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Activities Update

Ares & Athena

1 UK Division’s Ex RHINO JARAMA looking at the Spanish Civil War saw Dr Strohn
out on the ground in Spain, where amongst other actions,
the study considered the Siege of Madrid, the battle of
Ciudad Universitaria and the battle of Jarama.
The Spanish Civil War is a key
part in the transition from the post
First World War era of
‘Peace’ (albeit with ongoing Competition) into the Second World
War, and can be argued to have
Valley of the Fallen
examples of ‘prototype warfare’
as actors (and their supporters)
tested and developed their military capabilities in this conSetting the Scene
flict. There are plenty of lessons from this war that can be
drawn forward to today. Attendees on this study to an often overlooked war found it ‘a fascinating week that stimulated lively debate and understanding’.
After Spain, it was a case of ‘another week, another journey’ and
Dr Strohn was off on a flying visit to Brussels to visit the NATO
Special Operations Headquarters, where he presented on
‘Historical examples of the importance of the Conceptual Component of Fighting Power’ (from the inter-war German Army) and
their relevance for today.
Capabilities. Dr Tumchewics has been very busy these past weeks. She attended
the UN’s Annual Meeting of the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons in
Geneva; was part of the CHACR visit to the ROK and spent a busy day at DSEI
2019 ensuring that CHACR keeps up to date with defence technological developments; notably ‘drones’, work on Autonomous and SemiAutonomous vehicles and the software challenges facing developers of ‘in platform and ‘between platform’
networks. With a day to unpack and re-pack, Dr Tumchewics then travelled to Denmark to be part of the University of Southern Denmark’s Transforming Military Capability conference which brought together academics,
international military
personnel and policy
makers to discuss Hybrid Warfare, developments in drone technolKeeping current with AFV
ogy, the governance of
developments
technology and the laws
of war.

The latest edition of Ares &
Athena was released this
month; Issue 15 ‘China:
Friend, Foe or Neither?’ and
all previous issues of ‘Ares &
Athena’ are available on the
CHACR website and AKX.

British Army Review

The latest BAR Special Edition on Culture in Conflict has
been released. This edition is
based on the 2018 ‘Realising
the Cultural and Human Dimension Symposium’ and
considers ‘the understanding
of people, populations and
their environments, particularly in areas of stress or conflict.’
The British Army Review is
now available on the Army
website as well as the AKX

Transforming Military
Capability Conference
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Diary Markers: Upcoming CHACR Events
Wed 25 Sep. A Study Day considering NATO Today: Challenges & Opportunities’. The day will provide an overview of current defence and security
challenges facing NATO, and why the alliance remains as important as ever for
the UK. We have been able to increase the headroom at this event—places
are still available.

CHACR’s Global Analysis Programme continues to commission ‘In Depth’ briefings, more
will be released soon.

Mon 7 Oct. A Study Day examining ‘Non-Western Views of Winning’. The traditional view of Winning is framed in an entirely Western view. This day will explore other, Non-Western, views of Winning, in both Political and Military terms
and how to go about achieving them.

Dr Meral continues to talk on
JCSC courses, engage with
operational units and lectures
to a host of other organisations.
All briefings are available here.

Wed 9 Oct. Wendy Pullen will present on ‘Operations in the Urban Environment’. This lecture will explore how the Urban physical and social environments
can shape conflicts within them and how cities are re-built to reflect particular post
conflict narratives.
Thu 31 Oct. Ian Overton will present on ‘The Price of Paradise: The History of
Suicide Bombing’. We live in the age of the suicide bomber. Despite first use in
1881, 40% of those killed by suicide bombers have died in the last 5 years. From
Russia to Japan, Sri Lanka to Palestine, Ian will trace the evolution of the suicide
bomber and reveals not only what drives their zealotry, but how their actions have
shaped our world in ways never imagined.

Are you signed up?
If you wish to receive the
monthly ‘GAP Snapshots’
email and ‘In Depth briefings’,
register with Dr Meral at:
Sehmus.ZiyaMeral100@mod.uk

Thu 5 Dec. CHACR’s Global Analysis Programme 2019 Conference.
Building on the success of the 2018 conference, this will be another hugely interesting and thought provoking day exploring the complexities of world in which the
Army operates.
The day’s programme is still developing but the conference will explore the following themes; ‘Trans-Atlantic Security & Defence Relations’, ‘Points of Contention’ (Russia, China, Iran and the Eastern Mediterranean) , ‘Information & Misinformation’ and will close with reflections on what these all this means for the future

For CHACR articles, activity updates and event advertisements. Follow us on Twitter at: @CHACR_Camberley
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